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Abstract. we presentherethephysicsprogram plannedforHallA at CEBAF. lten-
' compassesexclusiveaswellasinclusiveelectromagneticmeasurementsrequiringbothhigh

precisionand accuracy.The programincludesmeasurementsoftheelementaryformfactors
ofthenucleon,systematicstudiesofthefewnucleonsystems(d,3'4He),highmomentum
structureofnuclei,theirstructureathighQ_ tolookforhadronlzationand quarkeffects,
spinresponseofnucleivia(_',e'_)reactionstrodthe studyofnuclearpion£elds.

I I.Introductionlthasbeenthegoalofintermediateenergyphysicsforsome timeto'advancebeyond
thestandardmeson nucleondescriptionofnuclearphenomena inferredfrom observations
withpresentdayelectronacceleratorstolhcquarkgluondescriptioni.e.span thetransl.
tionbetweenperturbativeand non-perturbativeQCD ina smooth way.With thisinmind
a facilitywith the chaxacteristicsof CEBAF was proposed:a 4 GeV continuousbeam
electronacceleratorwithverygood beam propertiesextendabletohigherenergiesinthe
future.At presentCEBAF isdesignedtodeliverindependentbeams tothreeend Stations
wi_hintensitiesup to200 #A and withcorrelatedenerfflesup to4 GeV. The initialequip-
ment designedforHaLlA consistsoftwo 4 GeV/c highresolutionspectrometerswhich
willprovide,inconjunctionwiththe highqualityCEBAF beam, Au unprecedentedop-
portunitytoperformexclusiveaswellas,_nclusiveelectromagneticexperimentswithboth
highprecisionand accuracy.FigureI shows a layoutofone ofthetwo identicalQQDQ
spectrometerswithsome ofitsbasiccharacteristics.The presentarticlewilldealmostly
withthe physicsissuesofproposals[ca'-ca7]which havebeen submittedtothe Progrs.m
AdvisoryCom._ttee (PAC4) ofCEBAF sincetheydefinetoa largeextent_thebreadthof
the physicsprogrampossibleinfallA. !
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2. Structure of the Nucleon

The electric GE and magnetic .GM form factors of the nucleon are of fundamental
importance in understanding both the nucleon end nuclear structure. They sre en essential

. ingredient of the electromagnetic response function of nuclei and their Q_ dependence is a
critical testing ground for QCD based models. q'i

' Experimental information on G_; is very poor except for the slope at Q_ =.0. Various
models predict diff.erent behaviour at large Q2. Experimental.ly G_ has been extracted from =_
elastic e-d scattering or inclusive quasielastic e-d scattering using Rosenbluth separation
techniques', both of which require the knowledge of the structure of the deuteron in order
to 'correct for coherent effects end the dominant proton contribution. This introduces large
uncertainties, as at high _'the cross.sectlon is mainly dominated by G_ - the transverse
component. Dombey[ 1] and Arnold, Carlson end Gross [2] have shown that G_ can be
determined more accurately if one scatters longitudinaly polarized electrons off. a polarized
target or measure instead the polarization of the'recoiling neutron. Two proposals [c1'c3]
apply these techniques using the Coincidence (F,e'n) reaction to determine G_. In the

'first proposal[ c3], polarized electrons are scattered off"solid ND3 target polarized in the
scattering plane perpendicular to _'. Target polarizations between 50% end 70% can be

, achieved at 0.25K in a 5 T magnetic field. In the second proposal [cl], a recoilneutron
polar'imeter is used to measure the transverse in-plane polarization of the recoiling neutron.
In both cases G_ is extracted from the interference product G_:G_4. The uncertainties in
G_ obtainable in Proposal C1 for Q_ of up to 1.5 (GeV/c) _ is shown inFigure 2. Proposal
C3 proposes to measure G_up to 2 (GeV/c) _ with nearly similar uncertainties.
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Even thoughthe e-p cross section has been measured precisely up to Q2 _ 31 (GeV/c) 2,

• G_ is poorly known up to only 4 (GeV/c) _. A recent SLAC experiment NEll [3]plans to
determine it to 6 (GeV/c) _ with uncertainties of up to 21%. As described for the neutron
case, G_ can be determined also by performing a coincidence (e,e p) experiment on either
a polaz-ized target [c3] or measuringthe transverse in-plane polarization of the recoiling __

= proton[C2]. Proposal [C2] plans to measure G_ to 4.5 (GeV/c) 2 with errors of less than

' 4.6°_ using a focal plane polazlmeter. Measuring the d-(g,erp) reaction in quasifree kine- -
i matics on a polarized deuteron target [c3] or measuring the outgoing recoiling proton [c2_]

i provides information on the model for deuteron (which is necessary for the proper extrac-

tion of G_) and also gives us a measure of G_ in the Impulse Approximation where it
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has been shownN] that the results are remarkably insensitive to the details of the nuclear
model including the choice of wavefunctions, FSI and MEC.

3. The Nucleon in the Nucleus

Coincidence experiments have been very useful tools to study specific aspects of the
nucleus. The five proposals [C4-C8] make use of the (e,e'p) reaction on vtu'ious targets(SH,
S'4He, 160, J2C, e3Cu, 2°spb) to explore not only the single nucleon structure of nuclei,
but also to study the behaviour of nucleons embedded in the nuclear medium. The:high
energy and high duty factor CEBAF beam will extend the kinematical domain of these
studies. In particular the various proposals will address one or more of the following issues:

• The Q_ dependence of the separated longitudinal and transverse parts of the (e,e'p)
cross section in parallel kinematics.

These experiments will extend the domain of momentum transfers where short range
effects and possibly the interne/structure of the nucleons are manifested, iu the Impulse
Approximation, the electromagnetic response gives direct access to single nucleon densities
and this description seems to provide a reasonable description for quasielastic inclusive as
well as coincidence (e,e'p) results. However, when the cross sections are separated into
longitudinal(L) and transverse(T) responses, this simple model seems to break down: The
transverse response agrees reasonably well with traditional nuclear theory ce/culations once
meson exchange and short range correlations are taken into account. For the longitudinal
response, the models always overpredict the experimental results and this is also reflected
in the longitudinal sum rule results (see figure 9). This is also evident in the recent 4He
(e,e'p) experiment at SACLAYIS] where an L/T separation was performed up to q : 0.7
GeV/c. The L/T ratio of the response functions shows a reduction of about 30% even
triter FSI and MEC are applied (see figure 3). When these results are combined with those
of the EMC effect[t], there is question of a possible modification of the nucleon structure
within the nuclear medium. Proposal [C7] will extend these studies to q = 3 GeV/c in
3He and 4He and Proposal [C5] to q = 2.6 GeV/c in sH.

!
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. • Study the high momentum components of the nuclear wavefunction in perpendicular
, kinematics and separate the various response functions. '

The study of high momentum components in nuclei is of specie/ interest in nuclear
physics as it is sensitive to correlations arising from the short range part of the NN inter-
action. Self-consistent mean field descr/ptions of nuclei fail to describe these components
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and significant non-nucleonic degrees of freedom (MEC, IC) axe necessa_ 3, to adequately
explain the ea:istlng data for D[7'8] and 3He[_] at high values of recoiling momenta (pR _
500 MeV/c). These studies have been limited not only to very !ew momentum transfers
(Q2 -_0.05 (GeV/c) _) but were forced, due to the limitations of the presently available
facilities, to small values of Bjorken x (,-,0.1) i.e. well in the dip and delta regions, For
heavier nuclei because of the above mentioned experimental limitations, momentum distri-
butions have been restricted to only pR _ 300 MeV/c and small x. The present proposals
plan to n,._asure the momentum distributions in DieS], 3,4He[C7] trod 160lc't] in perpendic.
ular kinematics (where e_,, of the final system is kept constant) in the quasielastic region
(x_l) up to PR -" 500 MeV/c with momentum transfers Q2 _ 0.56 (GeV/c) 2. Plans are to
extend these measurements to higher values of pa(_800 MeV/c) and Q2(_1:5 (GeV/c) 2.
In these non-parallel kinematics, in addition to the two response functions RL end Rr, two
interference response functions RLT and RTT are also present. From in-plane measure-
ments on either side of q'plus a backward angle measurement, Rr, RLT and RL+RTr can
be determined and will provide added constraints on the various microscopic models. An
out-of-plane measurement is required to separate Rr. from RTT. We recently performed an
in-plane determination of Rr_r in SACLAY on 1eO[1°] by keeping _'=0157 GeV/c constant
and measuring the outgoing proton on either side of _'.
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Study the electroexcitation of correlated nucleon pairs in the continuum region and
also sep_ate the various response functions in perpendicular kinematics.

The most direct access to two-nucleon density distributions is through two nucleon
emission reactions (see section 8). information on this can also be obtained from the
less exclusive (e,e'N) reaction under kinematics which favour the absorption of the pho-
ton on a nucleon pair. Calculations by Cioi:i degIi Attiet a__] in SHe show a definite

" relationship between high-momentum components and continuum strength. The proton
momentum distributions obtained by integrating the one-body spectral function S(_,Em)
show that the high momentum strength is completely dominated by correlations and that
it is spread over a large continuum in missing energy. This has been clearly demonstrated
in _He(e,e'p)np (_l and _He(e,e'p)np [_1. The broad structure observed in both nuclei has
the kinematic signature expected from a.n interaction with a two-nucleon pair, moveing
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to higher values of Em as the recoil momentum PR is increased. Excess of strength at
high missing energy in 12C(e,e'p) experiments at Bates in the quasielsstic[_], dip[141 and
qussifree delta region[ is] also indicate important contributions from two-nucleon processes.
Proposal [C7] will vastly extend the]cinematic range oi"these studies on s,4He end wiP more-
over make sn in-pis.us sepsration of the response functions in perpendicul_' kinematics at
Q= = 1.0 (GeV/c) _ and recoil momenta up to 1 GeV/c.| t

,
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4. Photodlsintegration of the Deuteron
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Threshold electrodisintegration of the deuteron d(e_e')np ha_ provided one of the most
direct evidence of non-nucleonic degrees of freedomt17]. A recent SLAC measurement

xtnd d SACLAY to 2.8 2 e)
with a lower resolution which necessitated averaging over 10 MeV, thus precluding any
sepaxation from the elastic scattering process. The proposal [C10] plans to measure the
threshold deuteron disintegration with resolution comparable to that obtained at SACLAY
(,_1 MeV) and with a cross section sensitivity limit of about 5×10-(2 cma/sr. The ex-
perlr.,_ent will provide a measurement of the s5,1 +s D1 _,1 So trtmsition and the nearby
threshold region of higher excitations. The results will place severe constraints on tLe
diverging theoretical predictions at large momentum transfers and will lead to a better
understanding of non,nucleonic and in particular quark-gluon degrees of freedom in the
deuteron.

The d(7,p)n reaction is a simple test case for nuclear theories. As the incident h' energy
is increased, new degrees of freedom become important and can be investigated. Recently,
it has been suggested[ 1_] that dimensional scaling has been observed at photo n energies
above 1.4 GeV, which indicates that the reaction is sensitive to the quark substructure of
the nucleons. Proposal [C9] plans to measure angular distributions of outgoing polarized
protons for incident energies from 0.5 to 1.8 GeV for this reaction. This will provide a more
sensitive test as spin measurements are typically more sensitive to interference of reaction
mechanisms than differential cross section measurements. The results of this experiment

will therefore provide a test of the capabilities of conventional nuclear theories and also
a sensitive check on the existence of various exotic phenomena Such as dibaryons and the

onset of dimensional sctd.lng.
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5. Pions in the Nucleus

The exchange of pions by bound nucleons creates a population of constituent pions,
which has been calculated to be one pion for every eight nucleons for a medium weight

nuclei The proposal [C11] plans to measure the spectral function of this population
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in _n (e,e'_r) experiment using qu_ifree kinematics with excitation above the nucleon
resonance region. A longitudinal-transverse sepa.ration at low four-momentum transfer
helps distinguish pion creation on the nucleon (which is mainly a transverse process) from

• , knockout of the constituent pions. The proposed (e,e'_') measurement will enable one to
connect theoretical]), the pion spectra/function to the tWo-nucleon potential and the 10w
energy plon-nucJeus optical potential. _

$

6. Polarlzatlon transfer,lh Nuclei

Polarization measurements provide additional tests of'nuclear wavefunctions and cur-
rents and _e sensitive to many features oi"the reaction mechanism. They have been
proposed in the determination of the form factors of the nucleon( cl-csj end also in the
(_',e'l_) reactions on 2H[C12] and 1_O[C13]where both a polarized beam and a focal plane
polaAmeter for the protons will be required. Ali three components of the proton polaziza-
lion vector (longitudinal, transverse end normal)wi_ be measured. The present plans are
to m_e en'in-plane (coplaner) measurement, where only 12 oi"the full set of 18 response
functions contribute: RL, .RT, RTT snd.RLT which contribute to the unpolazized cross
section, the normal pola-,'ization component contributions from R_,, 1:{.,_, R_T and R nLT,the
lon_tudlnal from R_rT, and R_T, , and the transverse from 'RTT, and RI, T,. The normal
,polarization component is beam helicity independent and hence can be separated from
the other two components which are helicity dependent, The normal component vanishes
in-plane in PWIA, hence its measurement is a sensitive indicator of flnal state interactions
(FSI_,

lo o o 5 - S_
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,' Figure 8. Cross aections and polarization vector for _he ejection of 500 MeV pro_on_
from the ]pl/2 shell of 160 in constant.q kinematics at an incident electron energy of
4 Gev. Calculations[ _1] are shown .[or Dirac D WIA (solid llne) and for nonrelativistic
D WIA (dashed line).
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Fabian and Akrenhovel(2°l have made n0n-relativlstic Calculations on the deuteron
and have shown that there is large sensitivity (50:100%) to the non-nucleonic degrees of
freedom (MEC and IC) along with FSI, especially in the polarization obserwbles. These

e_ects are much weaker in the usual (unpolarlzed) RL. and RT responses. The proposal
[Ci2] will attempt _o measure the recoil proton pola,nzatmns m 2H(e,e'lS)_over a broad
range of kinemat!cs. In the first part all three polarization observables will be extracted in ' '
perpendlculaz kinematics at _' = 1;26 GeV/c reaching a recoLl momentum of"300 MeV/c.

| The polarization asymmetries about q' will also be extracted. 'In the next part, a Q_ ,
- dependence(0.23 to 3.24 (GeV/e.)2) of the reaction will bestudiedat zero recoil mementum,
° In a.nalogywiththe _H(g,e'_) reaction to me_ure G_ (assuming nuclear correlations can

behandled)', the _H(g,e'I_)' reaction, in c0njunction with the p(g,e'l_) reaction to measure
G_, will test the validity of reaction models for the deuteron.

The leO(g,e'l_) reaction will be' ' "- mvestlgated[C _s] in perpendicular kinematics ,at q =
1.09 GeV/c and the proton recoil momenta pR ranging from 50 to 300 MeV/c for the Pl/_
state. The object is to look for possible signatures of relativistic dynamics. Relativistlc
DWIA cMculations by Picldesimer and Van Orden( 21] show that e_.ch polaz_zed component
of the cross section is dominated by a single response function (at the 80% level), the
unpolazize d by RT, the normal by R_vT, the longitudinal by R_T , euadthe transverse by

: R_T. The normal polarization component, S,, which vanishes in PWIA, is of the order
of 50% or more over most of the recoil momentum (pR) range and shows large differences
between the relativistic and non-relativistic DWIA calculations for Ps above 0.25 GeV/c.
The longitudinal Sl and transverse St components also _how consid,erable sensitivity tothe
choice of calculation for large pR'

7. Inclusive Electron Scattering

;'A3He
12•. C SAELAY Figure 9. Coulomb _urr_

rule/or _He, 12C, 40,_8Ca3 1 _ A---6-- I _OCa"u -- and 56Fe, The 8olid line
"_ , m1,8[ a i_ a calculation by deFor.

I -- DE FOREST
(12C)

l [

0 5 10
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Quasielastlc electron scattering probes the nucleon Fermi momentum distribution in
the nucleus (analogou s to deep inelastic lepton scattering which probes the quark mom-
entum distribution in the nucleon) and is expldned by the Fermi ges model using the
free electromagnetic form factors of the nucleons. This simple picture breaks down when ' ,.
the total response function is separated, into its longitudinal and transverse components,
especially for medium weight and heavy nuclei, and lS _n' indication, that processes beyond

8
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the simplistic single particle description of nucle are necessary. This is similar to the com-_ , _

: plementary exclusive (e,e'p) results which also shows a reduction in RL and is reflected in

the Coulomb sum rule results (see i_gure 9). Proposal [C14] will make a precision measure:
, ment of the inclusive electron scattering cross sections on various nuclei ranging from '_H

, to _°SPb andwill extract the longitudinal ._. d transverse response functions at momentum
i transfersbetween 0,3and 1,5(GeV/c) 2 w_th a preclsionbetweenI% and 12% forRL over
[ ' _he whole momentum transfer range.
! ,

J The form factors of 3He, SH and 4He have been thoroughly investigated both exper-
! imentally and theoretically. Recent measurements[ _,23,24] have separated the charge and

magnetic form-factors of both trinucleon systems up to _30 frn -_. The charge form fac-
' torof 4He has also been measured{2_]up to Q2-45 fm- _. Itisevidentthat the impulse

approximation (IA) alone cannot describe the data correctlyand, as in the case of the
deuteron,expllcitintroductionof non-nucleonicdegreesof freedom isnecessary.The in-

clusionof MEC and IC aswellas three-bodyforcesprovidesa reasonabledescrlptionofthe
data.Data at highermomentum transferswilldetermineifexplicitsub-nucleonicdegrees

= of freedom axe alsonecessary.Proposal [C15]willattempt to measure theseform-factors
to the highestmomentum transferpossibleat CEBAF, limitedonly by a crosssection
sensitivityof .-.2×I0-42 cm 2/sr/MeV, therebyposslblyextendingthe existingQ_ rangein
both 3He and 4He by a factorof two.

8. Multlhadron Ernlsslon/in Electron Scattering

A fullinvestigationof two-nucleoncurrentsand correlationsinnuclelrequires(e,e'2,N)
triplecoincidenceexperiments.Proposal [CITJplansto measure e-p-p and e-p-n angular
correlationcrosssectionsin 3'4He in geometrieswhich permit simplifiedinterpretationof
the data and selectivelyemphasize variouscomponents of the knockout mechanism. Such
experiments willprovide important and fundamental informationon the elusiveshort
rangetwo nucleon correlations,two-body meson exchange currentsand asSOCiatedfinal
stateinteractionsbetween the ejectednucleonsand the nucleus.Proposal [C16]offersan
ef_clentway to study two nucleoncorrelationsin nucleiby performingthe (e,e'd)reaction
instead.By projectingthese correlationsonto a deuteron in the finalstatesome details
are lostsinceeffectiqelyan integralistaken over certa;ncorrelations.On the other hand

the (e,e'd)reactioncan be used as en isospinfilterand performed with a resolutionsimilar
to that of (e,e'p) reactions.

g. Summary Remarks

We have presentedhere most of the physicsprograms which have been subznittedto
the CEBAF Program Advisory Committee to be performed in Hall A. Among the other

physicsprograms which can alsobe investigatedwith the facilitiesplanned forHall A are
the study of nucleon resonancesin nuclei,hadronizationand colortransparencyand the

' study of strangenessin nucleonsand nuclei.High resolution(200-500kev missingmass
resolutionsand _I MeV forfew nucleonsystems)and high accuracy(absolutecrosssection

• to .._1%accuracy)coincidenceexperimentsin thefew GeV regionwillbe the priznarygoal
. ofHallA. In essence,itwillfullymatch theunique characteristicsoftheCEBAF beam -- 4

GeV incidentenergy,100% duty factor,200/_A beam intensityand a momentum resolution
, of I0-4 ....to perform exclusiveas wellas inclusiveelectromagneticmeasurements with

both high precisionand accuracy,
!
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